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This lesson is going to acquaint you with the main players for any baking  
production—the gluten-free flours. No more walking hopelessly into the gluten- 
free aisle at the store wondering where to begin. No more ruined recipes, wasted 
money, or time either. We’ve tried them all and are going to take your hand and 
walk you through the best of the best, how to use them, how to make substitutions 
when necessary, and how to store them properly.

Contrary to popular belief, being “gluten-free” isn’t about deprivation at all if 
you have the right tools and know-how. “Gluten-freedom” is a better way to 
describe this lifestyle because never before have we had so many options to 
play with and enjoy. We just have to learn a few new things, and so far you’re 
doing great. So, what are we waiting for? Let’s dive in…

 
Gluten-Free Flours
Now, here’s a list of the gluten-free ingredients you’ll be trying in flour blends 
and recipes, some of the differences, and in a pinch, what you can successfully 
substitute each with. Try asking your grocery store to order the flour for you—
many times they are happy to carry what the customers want. You can also 
order specialty flours online and if flours are unavailable, you can buy the grains 
whole and use a grain mill, a high-powered blender, or a grain mill attachment 
for a standing mixer to grind your own.

Almond Flour 
This flour has a nice moisture content and cake-y texture when baked, which 
makes it excellent for muffins, cakes, cupcakes and quick breads. Blanched 
almond flour works best (higher moisture content) and partners best in a mix 
with a fine-textured, dry flour like sorghum or brown rice for balance. It also 
pairs well with stickier oat flour when more moisture is the goal. You can use 
“almond meal” but know that depending on the brand and freshness of the 
product, the almond skins remain in the mix unlike with blanched flour, so 
texture may be more dry and crumbly. Baked goods will also be darker. Almond 
meal isn’t blanched either, so it’s lacking some of the moisture that blanched 
almond flour contains.
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Recipes that call for almond flour can be very filling since 1 cup of almond flour 
contains about 80 almonds. Because of this, baked goods with almond flour 
are best enjoyed in moderation and in recipes as a treat or protein boost.

Substitutions: When used in a combination with other flours, hazelnut flour can 
be subbed in equal amounts for almond. Skins are usually still in the mix with 
hazelnut flour and hazelnut flour isn’t usually blanched, so results may be drier 
and darker if you use it. 

Make your own: For almond meal, grind almonds in a food processor until the 
smallest crumbles possible form. Don’t over process or you’ll end up with 
almond butter (in the end, not a bad mishap to have). Once a fine, crumbly 
texture is reached, transfer to a spice grinder (or coffee grinder) 1–2 tablespoons 
at a time to break up further—again, don’t over process. If you have a flour mill 
or flour mill attachment for your standing mixer, you can use that to grind fresh 
flour. To make blanched almond flour, bring a pot of water to a boil and add your 
almonds. Blanch for 30–60 seconds—no longer. Drain the almonds and rinse 
well with very cold water, then pinch the almonds between your fingers once 
cool enough to handle. The skins will slip right off. Scatter the almonds on a 
cookie sheet lined with a clean towel to dry for 4–8 hours. Then process as you 
would almond meal.

Store in an airtight glass container in the fridge or freezer for 2–4 months. 

Amaranth 
When moisture and/or a slightly gummy texture are needed in a baked recipe, 
amaranth is a go-to flour. It works best in small amounts (usually less than ¼ of 
flour blend) when combined with other dry, coarse flours. It has a nutty, sweet 
taste that makes it great in quick breads, but again, less is more with this one. 

Substitutions: When used in a combination with other flours, amaranth flour 
can be subbed out with equal amounts of teff, oat, garbanzo bean, garfava, or 
hulled buckwheat flour.
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Make your own: Grind dry amaranth grain in a coffee or spice grinder, flour mill  
or flour mill attachment for your standing mixer on a setting that yields the finest 
texture. Store in an airtight glass container in the fridge or freezer for 2–4 
months.

 
Arrowroot 
Arrowroot flour or starch (they go by the same name) is an ingredient in some  
of our bread recipes for textural purposes—it adds nice crumble to baked goods 
and is also great at trapping CO2 during the rising process for yeasted and quick 
breads—it helps create those coveted air bubbles we’re all familiar with in a loaf 
of bread. 

It’s not a deal-breaker ingredient though. If you see arrowroot in a course bread 
recipe and choose not to use it, the only thing that will suffer is the texture—and 
only a little bit. Arrowroot can lighten the heavy mouth feel that comes with 
dense flours but the taste is the same since it has such a neutral flavor.

Arrowroot also helps to bind ingredients a bit like an egg does, but not as powerfully 
as psyllium husk—which you’ll learn more about. Arrowroot flour is extracted 
from the root of the marantha arundinacea plant which is indigenous to the West 
Indies where native people used the powder to draw out toxins from folks who 
were wounded by poison arrows. Hence the name. The roots are washed, scraped, 
beaten, soaked, pulped, and finally forced through a sieve. Then the liquid and 
fine powders that make it through the sieve are dried, leaving the useful arrowroot 
powder behind. 

Substitutions: Cornstarch, tapioca flour, and sometimes potato starch can be 
used instead of arrowroot. If you choose to leave it out of a recipe, that’s a-ok. 
Remember, the only compromise will be a (hardly detectable) denser, less bubbly 
texture than if you were to use it. 
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Brown Rice 
Brown rice flour contains the nutritious bran and germ, and white rice flour  
or sweet rice flour—which you may notice is a star in many gluten-free recipes 
and store-bought baked goods—does not, thanks to processing. We choose  
to use brown rice flour not only for the nutritional aspects but because it lends 
a nutty-sweet taste, darker color and artisanal texture to gluten-free baked 
goods. It has a slightly gritty texture that’s best combined with other flours.  
It’s an absolute staple in gluten-free baking due to its versatility.

Substitutions: When used in a combination with other flours, sorghum, and 
hulled buckwheat flour can be subbed in equal amounts for brown rice flour. 

Make your own: Grind dry brown rice in a flour mill or flour mill attachment for 
your standing mixer on a setting that yields the finest texture. Store in an airtight 
glass container in the fridge or freezer for 2–4 months.

Buckwheat 
You’ll find hulled (light in color) or un-hulled (dark in color) buckwheat flour 
when shopping, and contrary to what its name implies, this flour is gluten-free. 
Buckwheat is actually a groat (a triangular seed) from the rhubarb family. 
Buckwheat flour is nutty and earthy in flavor. It makes great pancakes, cookies, 
muffins, and crackers. It’s best combined with other flours that bring sweetness 
and lightness to the recipe—buckwheat adds density.

Substitutions: When used in a combination with other flours, buckwheat flour 
can be subbed with equal amounts of oat, brown rice, and/or sorghum flour.

Make your own: Grind dry hulled (lighter color) or un-hulled (darker color) 
buckwheat in a food processor, blender, flour mill or flour mill attachment for 
your standing mixer on a setting that yields the finest texture. Store in an airtight 
glass container in the fridge or freezer for 2–4 months.
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Cassava Flour 
Cassava is also known as yuca—it’s a root, and true cassava flour is the entire 
root, peeled, dried and ground. It’s often confused with tapioca starch/flour 
which is the bleached and extracted starch of the cassava root. True cassava 
flour makes excellent tortillas which we’ll learn how to do in Module 2.

 
Coconut 
The darling of Paleo and Keto bakers everywhere, coconut flour is a scrumptious 
tasting, dense flour. We find that in egg-free baking, it’s best used in combination 
with other flours at least ¼ of the entire flour blend. It doesn’t taste like coconut, 
and like amaranth flour, a little goes a long way.

Substitutions: When used in a combination with other flours, coconut flour can 
be subbed out with equal amounts of amaranth, garbanzo bean, garfava, or 
buckwheat flour.

Make your own: Grind dry, shredded or flaked coconut in a blender, food pro-
cessor, flour mill or flour mill attachment for your standing mixer on a setting 
that yields the finest texture. Store in an airtight glass container in the fridge  
or freezer for 2–4 months.

 
Corn Flour/Corn Meal 
“Corn flour” is a fine-textured version of the larger grind “corn meal”—both 
provide a sweetness and dryness to recipes. When a recipe calls for either  
meal or flour, the other can be used as long as you know that finer texture yields 
a fluffier texture, while larger grind yields a denser, more rustic-cornbread- 
like crumb. If using corn flour or corn meal, know that corn is one of the most  
genetically modified crops in U.S. agriculture. So, try to buy non-GMO, organic 
ingredients if that’s important to you.  

Substitutions: Blue corn and yellow corn flour and meal can be used interchange-
ably in equal amounts, just note texture changes due to the grind. Same goes 
for white corn meal and white corn flour.
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Make your own: Making corn flour requires a process called nixtamalization  
to prepare it properly—go research if you’d like to take it on!  

 
Garbanzo Bean 
A creamy, dense, bean-flavored flour that makes fantastic crepes and unique 
flatbreads. Garbanzo beans have mucilaginous (gooey, egg-white like) properties 
that make it great for binding and creating dense texture in baked goods. Garbanzo 
flour is also known as chickpea flour, gram flour, or besan.

Substitutions: There’s nothing quite like Garbanzo Flour but you will also see 
Garbanzo & Fava Bean Flour (aka garfava which is a mixture of garbanzos and 
fava beans) in stores and online. Garfava flour can be used as a substitute in 
equal amounts for Garbanzo Flour.

Make your own: Grind dry chickpeas in a food processor until smallest crumbles 
possible form. Don’t over process or you can end up with paste. Once crumbly 
texture is reached, transfer to a spice grinder (or coffee grinder) 1–2 tablespoons 
at a time to break up further—again, don’t over process. If you have a flour mill 
or flour mill attachment for your standing mixer, you can use that to grind fresh 
flour. Store in an airtight glass container in the fridge or freezer for 2–4 months.

 
Millet 
Not just for birdseed, millet comes in white, grey, yellow, or red, with hulled 
yellow millet grain and flour being the easiest to find in stores and online. It has 
a mild flavor and slightly astringent aftertaste that works well in combination 
with moist ingredients since it creates a dense, cake-like, crumbly texture.

Substitutions: Millet flour can be subbed in equal amounts with hulled buckwheat, 
brown rice, oat, and sorghum flour.  

Make your own: Grind dry millet grain in a flour mill or flour mill attachment for 
your standing mixer on a setting that yields the finest texture. Store in an airtight 
glass container in the fridge or freezer for 2–4 months.
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Oat 
Next to sorghum and hulled buckwheat flour, nothing really comes as close to 
creating the taste and texture of conventional baked goods as oat flour, but it’s 
so very important to use “certified gluten-free” oat flour, especially if diagnosed 
with gluten sensitivity or Celiac. Oats are susceptible to crop and manufacturing 
wheat/gluten contamination. If you can’t find reputable gluten-free oat flour, 
get oats from a trusted source and grind your own. Oat flour adds moisture and 
has a mild, slightly nutty flavor and chewy texture that makes incredible baked 
goods. If you’re looking for certified gluten-free oats, be sure to use the QuickLinks 
for this module.

Substitutions: When used in a combination with other flours, hulled buckwheat, 
sorghum flour, brown rice flour, or millet flour can be subbed in equal amounts 
for oat. 

Make your own: Grind oats in a flour mill or flour mill attachment for your standing 
mixer on a setting that yields the finest texture. If you don’t have a grain mill,  
we find that the food processor fitted with the S-blade works just fine for making 
oat flour, too. Store in an airtight glass container in the fridge or freezer for  
2–4 months.

 
Sorghum 
Paired with moist flours like almond and oat, sorghum flour can really replicate 
the flavor and texture that most folks are used to with conventional baked 
goods. It’s up there as a staple with oat flour in our book. It has a mild, sweet 
flavor, relatively smooth texture, a bit of grit, and density. You’ll find it called 
“‘Sweet’ White Sorghum Flour” and “Sorghum Flour” in stores and online. 

Substitutions: When used in a combination with other flours, oat and hulled 
buckwheat flour can be subbed in equal amounts for sorghum. 

Make your own: Grind sorghum grain in a flour mill or flour mill attachment for 
your standing mixer on a setting that yields the finest texture. Store in an airtight 
glass container in the fridge or freezer for 2–4 months.
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Teff 
This Ethiopian staple grain (which thrives in difficult climates) may be familiar 
to you as the main ingredient in Injera flatbread. It’s the smallest grain in the 
world, even smaller than a poppy seed. It takes 100 grains of teff to equal the 
size of a single kernel of wheat! Teff has a high percentage of bran and germ—
this is why it can add moisture and slightly gummy binding power to GF flour 
blends. It has a mild, nutty flavor and comes in a variety of colors from red to 
white to brown. Taste and texture wise, we love brown for baking, but if you 
want a lighter-colored bread, you can use white teff grain, which yields a more 
neutral flavor and slightly denser, more moist texture.

Substitutions: When used in a combination with other flours, teff flour can be 
subbed with equal amounts of hulled or un-hulled buckwheat, oat, or sorghum 
flour.

Make your own: Due to the size of the small grain, you’ll need a grain mill or 
standing mixer grain mill attachment with a super-fine setting. Or you can  
start it in a mill and finish the processing in a spice or coffee grinder. Store in  
an airtight glass container in the fridge or freezer for 2–4 months.

 
Quinoa 
One of our favorite tips for using gluten-free flours, particularly ones with an 
earthy, grassy, astringent taste like quinoa flour, is to toast it for about 5–7 
minutes before incorporating into a recipe. Toasting rounds out sharp flavor 
and adds a nice toasty richness to recipes. We won’t be using quinoa flour in 
this course, but we highly recommend that if you try it, toast it first for the  
best flavor. 

Substitutions: When used in a combination with other flours, sorghum and  
oat flour can be subbed with equal amounts for quinoa flour.

Make your own: Grind dry quinoa in a flour mill or flour mill attachment for  
your standing mixer on a setting that yields the finest texture. Try gold for a 
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more neutral flavor and moist texture, red for a slightly nutty flavor and black 
for a very nutty, unique flavor. You know the drill by now, store in an airtight 
glass container in the fridge or freezer for 2–4 months.

 

Shopping/Buying Tips

The GF flours used in the recipes in this course are usually carried in 24 oz. 
bags at health food stores or loose in the bulk section where you can buy the 
amounts you need—look there first to save money. If you don’t see them at the 
health food store, ask the manager to order them for you. All of these flours can 
be found online as well—see the QuickLinks for this module for links to get you 
started on your research.

 
Milling/Grinding Your Own Flours
Nothing tastes better, feeds hungry microorganisms better, or has more nutrients 
than bread baked using fresh-ground, gluten-free grains. 

 Whole grain teff, sorghum, brown rice, buckwheat, and millet can be ground in 
a grain mill or coffee/spice grinder. A coffee/spice grinder is a bit time consuming, 
but more cost effective than a grain mill or attachment. Grab a large mixing 
bowl, a coffee/spice grinder, turn on your favorite TV show or podcast and grind 
some grains at the same time.

You can also easily make some flours using a food processor (oats and buckwheat 
work well), and then if necessary to get a dustier, finer texture, finish the pro-
cessing by using a coffee or spice grinder. High-powered blenders can work for 
many grains and pulses as well. A grain mill (the most fool-proof option) processes 
grains, nuts, and seeds beautifully (and can be purchased as a relatively small 
attachment if you have a standing mixer). For dense nuts, grains, and seeds, make 
sure you don’t over process and end up with a butter (which could be a delicious, 
happy accident if you don’t need the flour). Grinding your own flours also allows 
you to soak and dry ingredients first for optimal nutrient assimilation.
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Storage Tips 
Flours 
Natural oils in fresh-milled or packaged whole-grain flours can go rancid after 
some time, if exposed to extreme heat, and if stored improperly. This is why 
most flours on store shelves are highly processed to remove perishable qualities 
of the grains and extend shelf life. Store whole-grain, GF flours in airtight glass 
containers in the freezer or fridge for the longest shelf life. A cool, dry pantry 
works well, too, especially if you’ll be using the flours within 4–6 weeks. Try 
using large mason jars, large, recycled tomato sauce jars or large store-bought 
glass stacking jars. 

Baked Goods 
Once baked, your bread (especially sourdough due to natural preservative 
qualities) can last about 2–4 days on the counter (in an airtight container out  
of the sun), up to two weeks or more in the fridge, or a few months if stored in 
the freezer (in airtight glass containers). Note that texture can change a bit 
once refrigerated or frozen, but flavor will still be yummy. Thawing or allowing 
breads to come to room temp before enjoying helps restore softer crumb from 
cold or tight textures. 

So there you have it, you’ve now been acquainted with the major players for 
this course—the GF flours. And honestly, we’ve just cracked the door open a  
bit. But this is enough know-how to get you going strong out of the gate. 
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